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SUMMER STUDY:
Preliminary report
The 1972 Ad Hoc Swnmer
Studies Committee willsubmit its
preliminary report to the facuIty
this morning, and after a morning meeting, the results should
be
distributed
in
student
mailboxes Friday.
Security
surrounding
the
construction
of the study has
been remarkahle,
and with some
good reason.

The Committee is essentially a
group commissioned
by the
facuIty and responsible to it. The
report, then, belongs to the in-structors until they release it to
!he general college community,
There are other, diplomatic

concerns. Publication prior to the
authorized
Jeopardize

release date might
cer.tain
political

considerations concomitant with

securing

facuIty

ratoficatton

<i

the report.

Pundit,

however.

has

a

responsibility to its readers to
reveal at this tune alleast a very
general, preliminary structure d.
the Summer Stuclies report.
This information, thanks to two
particular
members
of the
faculty, is probably not the final
proposal students will receive

•
I

tomorrow. nor 15 It anything
more than a gross apprQlOmatlDll
<i the report as It wtll be
p-e sented to the facuIl)' at Iarg.
later thIS morning
The preliminary proposal calls
for a two tiered system from
which each stud.nt may .. lect
one to hIS Iliung.
The firs], poSSibly more liberal.
tier allows the stud.ntto
plan Ius

CONNECTICUT COLLEGE
Vol.

56 -

New London,

No.6

(QUe • CIlUf5eS 011
own and
then requJres final II>proval 0/
plan by a <O/llllllllee W. have
en unable to
certatn the
<Omp:lSltion lJf the comrrutlft
Th. second <i the tiers IS more
<ompllcal.d. SH.n one roesLer
courses are reqwred
1ll rlv
major ar.as; IWo are.. ill be
(Contonued

Thursday,

Conn.

on Page II)

October

19, 1972

Jean Westwood
presents Millhouse
by DER IE ZELrrCH
Jean M. Westwood, National
Democra tic Chairman,
advacated" Sen. George McGovern
Thursday
night
In
Palmer
Auditorium by discussing his low
"charisma quotient."
The Utith native - acttng as an
"advocate
rather
than
8
surrogate"
speaker
for the
Democratic
presidential
candidate - spoke to some 200
people at the fund raismg event,
which also f.atured the partisan
movie, "Millhouse:
A White
II

Winning
the double
scholastic
distinction
of Winthrop
Scholar
and Phi Beta
Kappa
are:
Front
row (left to right)
Margaret
B. Shepard,
Wendy
S. Wade,
Valerie
J. Fletcher;
(back row) Jean E. Mayshar,
Mary C. Cerreto,
Patrica
F.
Kuppens,

and

Vivian

R. Segall.

•
SE Conn
In
CHE group forms
The five public and private
institutions of higher education in
Southeastern
Connecticut
have
organized into a regional planning group,
This group
will
cooperate in a state~wide effort
directed by the Commission for
Higher Education
(CHE). The
CHE plans to assess the long-

range

educational

needs

of

Connecticut
citizens
and to
coordinate the fullest utilization

of the state's
satisfying

resources

for

those needs.

The regional
group, one of
several now functioning
within

the

state,

was

called

into

existence a year ago by the CHE
to meet the mandates of Public
Act 194, passed by the state
Legislatw'e,

'lnis act dlrected

that a five-

year state-wide plan for higher
education be ready by January I,
1974, and that an interim plan he
presented on January I, 1973,

The fonnulatlOn of both plans
will he supervised by CHE and
will be based upon studies and
l'ecorrunendations
from nine of
the
Commission's
resource
groups and from the r.gional
planning groups of the state's
educational institutions.
Participating
institutions from
Southeastern
Connecticut
are:
the Avery Point branch of the
Universi.!y
of
Connecticut,
Conneu:.Jt
College, Mitchell
College, Mohegan
Community
College, Thames
Valley Stat.
Technical College, and the United
Slates Coast Guard Academy.

Eastern
Connecticut
State
College has been invited to join
the group's future discussions.
At last week's meeting
the
regional
planning
group aporoved a resolution presented by
President Charles E. Shain:
"As representatives
of the
colleges in Southeastern
ConJ1ecticut, we feel responsibility
for making
known
to the

residents of the region present
opportumties
in.
higher
education. for id.nllf)lng
needs
in higher educati/)n which are not
now being met, and for con·
sidenng ways of responding to
these needs on a regional baSIS
through the cooperation of our
mstltutlons. It is unportant that
we
explore
more
[uUl
educational opportunities in the
fow'.year regional insbtutions as
well as at Connecticut College
and Eastern Connecticut State
Colle~e. ,.
The resolution was approved in
response to a discussion bl the
group of a recent proposal bl an
out~f.state
institution
for the
creation
of a four·year
non·
traditional
d.gre.
program
in'
Southeastern Connecticut.
Representmg
Conn. at last
week's meeting were Patricia
Hendel. du·ector of Summer and
Evening Sessions. and Dean of
the Faculty, Philip H. Jordan. Jr.

Comedy,"
Charisma,
she
said,
is
something her CAIldldate does not
believe in. "McGovern
feels
strongly that charISma cloaes
people's mmda and rules people'S
emotions," she said.. "ll )"Ouhave
II, th.y will sUunp theIr feet and
shout slogans for you. , .... bether
youtre
right
or
wrong."
Charisma,
she fell, has the
potential to rum thIS country,
She conttnued, "McGov.rn has
been accused of speaking lilte a
... <iessor, .. fs that had'" In her
optnlOn, the metlxldical approech
to "tllinlang about real ... obl.ms
and giVIng real answers" was to
be welcomed.
The h It' t ranlung oman In
national par ty po libes, who ... On!
an unadorned
red dress and
spoke malo...
pilCh, compared
McGo,'ern's
"specifiC
programs" with the "balance lJf
terror thai •... n and KJsslll er
mamtam."
She clauned
that
their phrase. "generation
of
peace,"
means nothmg. smce
!he)' have k.pt secret the plans
for Southeast As .. 8Ild the orld.
Instead of <oncrele plan , she
said,
the
Republicans
are
dependmg
on an advertlSlng
image. Mrs. W.st ...ood said.
"The Republicans
bebeve
m
charisma.
their
candldale

doesn'l n ,'" am
X.g. through
adverb 1I1~ and slogans,
she
contl"",d. thel' hope to create a
. ense 01 .charisma Ins'.ead of
fa(',"~ til( lues.
She noted her party's "specific
... ograms" m the areu lJf cnrne
and drug control.
"getting
America back to ...orl<," cOW't
and prison reform, education,
foreign
policy
and defense
spending Ideas ...hich she
mamtemed "don't receive much
attention in the press because
they don't have Charisma and are
not eully
translated
into ad,.. rbsUlg campaigns"
DlSCUSSIllg military spending,
an area In ...hich she claimed
'wn has never vetoed a biU, she
sard, "ThIS <ountry already can
destroy the ...orld SUt bmeS over.
Should we go ror ei3ht times
O\-er'"
McGo, .. rn. the chamnan S8Jd.
would cut back the del ...
operation SO that .la funcUOII
would be restricted to ·'dele .. ,"
Local defense Uldustna.
she
added. would not be alfectad.
McGovern's
forea n pohcy
...ould mclude "an .nd to ITUlitary
dJctatorslnp
:' Ho .... ver,
he
stressed h.. pobcy would not be
ISOIa1lO......
should InIleed
take a lesson from hat R
found out mElli,
•• -0 matter
how man)' arms )1IU put Ill. tlley
sbll doni like )
•
In her <ondudlllg remar
she
I
dahead to If; • the <oun,
lr)"s t.... humhdtlt
blrl/Jda)
........ dont want to oboe,,'e It1l1th
the I
01 what .... bepn wtl!l.
but the celelnl10fl
of II." she
$lid.
Mrs .....estw
left the podium
to <onllnoe her one-<la) sweep 11
the •'.w London AREA
TIle
Mary' Lampson hIm - an bout
and a half of • '",on's political
blunders - ..... a deltght to
(Conlonued on Paqe 11)

w.
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~Freedom of Press
..

.z~

It has been the tacit policy of PUNDIT to deal with
issues organically
related to Connecticut College.
The condition of the times require us, however, to
~ structure
a new editorial model based more generally
... on student qua citizen interests.
~
:>
As encroachments
upon civil liberties, and especially
upon freedom of speech and press, creep ever onward
I- and become ever more flagrant
we shall endeavor to
Ci confront them with all the might at our disposal, albeit it
~ be feeble and untested.
0..
A recent colloquium on freedom of the press at Mount
Holyoke
featured
New York Times reporter
Earl
Caldwell.
Mr. Caldwell
lately
lost a controversial
decision in the Supreme Court broadly concerning
a
reporter's
right not to answer grand jury subpoenas

Break

The dreadful air of the Pentagon Papers still hovers
over us. For the first time in the history of the United
States prior restrainf
was exercised
in preventing
various newspapers around the country from publishing
the Papers.
If a paper errs in publication,
it should be sued for
libel after its distribution.

relieves
•
tension

~

f.

No disclosure
the government
of the United
thl ki

by newspapers is important enough for
to prevent its printing. The Constitution
States of America
agrees with this

by RICHARD KIRTZPATRICK
Fall vacation, lasting ten days
a year ago, this year has been
shortened to four days beginning
October 20 at5 p.m, and ending
October 24 at 11:30 p.m,
The reason for having a fall
vacation in the first place was a
needfor somekind of break in the
long run between the opening of
school
and
Thanksgiving
vacation.

10 109.

The most important
freedom in this country, is the
freedom expressed in the First Amendment.
The real
danger to this nation lies not from any Communist
menace or revelations of past defense pol icies, but from
the government
itself.
Our government
is made up of people, you and I. It
was made up of our great grandparents,
and it shall be
made up of our great grandchildren.

requiring
them to present their-notes
and recordings.
But the Constitution
is made of paper; paper forged
The reason for decreasing the
Th e BI ac k repor t er. w h0 was assiqne
.
d t 0 cover BI ac k with the might 0fl' a freedom
I
d
length
of the
break
by
oVIOg peop e, an woven
more than
half
wasthis
theyear
feeling
Panther activities
in California,
told of harrassment
with delicate concerns of civil liberties guaranteed
the
among students and faculty that,
from the FBI and later from the courts that prevented
people who love it.
though a vacation was neededto
him from practicing
his craft.
U I'
d
'
.
break the pattern of schoolwork
Requiring a reporter to surrender his notes to legal _ . n .ess we stan
up for. the as.cendency of the, Con- ' during the first semesler, len
stitutlon. d'over momentary
Ideologies
of government,
we
dayswas 100long a time, as it cut
au th on ·t·res .10 e ff ec t ma k es hlrm a spy. Ho w muc h .tn"
, .
formation does the American public receive in the form
rnaytln
thefabnc
of the Constitution destroyed beyond ' into Thanksgiving vacation and
reduced the reveiw period before
of "a spokesman says ... "? If the spokesman must be repa I r .
. , exams.
identified
in order to relate news, he will cease to say
One of the duties of a newspaper
is to remind :the
anything.
citizenry of this Constitutional
obligation.
A newspaper
Joan King, Dean of Freshmen,
likened the tension of students
In this specific case, it was Justice Rehnquist (who
should not limit itself to reporting
the news, rather' it
after five weeks of school to the
months before argued for the issuance of the subpoenas)
should include as one of its duties an attitude, expressed
condition of someone who .has
who cast the deciding ballot in the 5·4 vote that over- through editorials,
toward the news.
"beend<iving
for long hours. The
turned a Federal Appellate Court which had agreed with
Mr Cald
II
.
we .
'.
The courts. a.re undecldec on the nght of free press
after thts decision. ~ h?peful note was sounded last week
~hen a Federal Dlstrlct Judge declared that a courtIssued search warrant given to Palo Alto police violated
the constitutional
protection of free press. The -pollce,
armed with the warrant, had raided the editorial offices
ot the STANFORD DAILY to secure photos taken of the
1971 student riots so that they could identify
par.
ticipants.
The court went beyond upholding the First Amendment in the STANFORD DA I L Y decision: it certified
"government"
recognition
of college newspapers
legitimate
press, and subject
therefore
to all
protections
of a major paper.

as
the

By not speaklnq

out on its -reporting

w',fl. ' strain and "tightness' becomes
more and moreexhausting, while
soon lose their right to report "All The News That/sFlt
neither student nor driver is ever
To Print."
This then is the course PUNDIT will onreally aware of the toll being
dertake so long as the editorial management
can hold its
laken.
head above the distractions
of the momenf,
,,
Ever increasing work loads
.
"
usually have upperclassmen, as
~f we only wait: well disposed, for others to remedy
well as freslnnen "hanging from
evils so that we will not have to be bothered by them we
chandaliers" by late Oclober,
":lay find that we have waited too long. And the right 6fDe:ln
King said.
dissent and free speech will have atrophied.
dk
Fall vacation then, affords
• llme to catch up on work, to
prepare papers and 10reveiw for
mid-terms. The time also serves
as a break to the treadmill effect

Sign Up Fo/r PU' ndit
"Hail and Welcome"

our sign

reads, and directly beneath it a
banner: "One Volunteer
Ten Pressed Men."

ESTAB-LlSHED
IN 1.'16 AND.PUBLISHED
BY THE
STUDENTS
OF
CONNECTICUT
COLLEGE
EVERY
THURSDAY
WHILE
THE
COLLEGE
IS
IN'
SESSION
EXCEPT
DURING
EXAMINATION
AND
VACATION
PER'IODS.
SECOND
CLASS
ENTRY
AUTHORIZED
AT NEW
LONDON,
CONNECTICUT
EDI TO R ·IN·(
Frann

HIE

Axelra.d

ASSOCIATE
Donald

'H

Kane '7S

C.ontrlbuton:
Carol
Bowman.
Allen
Can-ott,
Susan Eilerlson,
Don Gerundo
Robert
Fisher,
Kevin
Kelly,
Richard
Kirfzpatriek,
Mixin~
Olderman.
Jim Perskie, John Rogers, Roger Smith, Steven Taft,
Lisa weiskop,
and Bernie Zeliteh.

,

~

fICa NATIONAl.

NadoaalldllCatiooal

neednot be a Steinbeck to
write on union grapes
You

be a
Prof.

Or what we need least of all
another Rod McKuen.
' •
Jon cotton '75
.Carin GorClon '7~
- Greg Yahia '74
Paul Lantz '75
Les Reviloek '74
Cathy Backus '74
Mary
Elren Kenny '73
Do"na CartwrIght
'74

Circulation
BUSIness.
Manager

PUNDIT extends its welcome
to any and all aspiring writers
who would like to lend their
talents to the paper.

You
should not
sophisticate,
vi delict
Mcquhan

EDITOR

Photography
Lay·Out
Sports

is Worth

Or a Trwnan Capote to COver
campus rapes.

F

ADVDT1SING

;:Y

Adnrtising Se."ica. lac.

360 Ln.i_ Me., New Y... 1t. N. Y. 10017

newspapers,

open all year.
writers.

We need more

As wetry to cover 'all aspectsof
student life, and, with ,the perspective
of each additional
contributor, the greater becomes
the perspicacity of our dbservations.
You may wish to write on
Arboretum,
Bart.
Conn
Demonstrations,
Ecolog.i:
Football, Grease, Heroin, If ... ,
Junior Show, Kaine, Lesser
Meskill, Nixon, Oldies but
Goodies, Pollution, Quality of
Life, Romance, Shain, Thames
River, UConn., Volpe, Williams
X-students, Yoko, Zen, or .. :
01' anything from A to Z

<if the Monday through Friday
patterned work routine.
Also, it is not coincidenlalthat
Thanksgiving vaction begins on
the same day of the week
(Tuesday) that fall vacation
ends. Now, since both vacations
logether cut out a week of
. classes,no onelaking lab courses
is "cheated!' out of any sessions.

If you can articulale an interest, PUNDIT will likely
publish it. Our writing slaff has
no hierarchy, so you may contribute once and never again on a
weekly basis, or when eyer you
reel like it.
To volunteer, for advice, or in
need of information,
contact
Frann Axelrad at ext. 504,box 16
Donald Kane, box 822.
,

'I'

puNDIT is truly open this
In order that the widest range of viewpoint be afforded
semester. Many of the writers
the
upcoming
elections,
PUNDIT invites
responsible
are freshman and journalistic
neophytes'who simply appeared spokesmen
from the college
community
to submit
on our doorstep wondering how statements
for Richard Nixon. and George McGovern
long they wouldhave to sweepthe concerning the Presidential
contest, and Robert Steele
floor before being allowed to
and
Roger
Hilsman
€oncerning
the Second Connecticut
write.
Congressional
District race.
None of them have touched a
The most responsible
and representative
of these
broom,
and instead
have
statements will be published bYPUNDlTalongside
its own
delighted in pushing a pen.
enaorsements
in the November
2, 1972 political
issue.
Statements should be submitted
toPUNDITbox
1351 no
Our door is still open for later than October 30, 1972.
volunteers, and it will remain

l

,

October break: a time for politics and packing

3
~

c

z

2

l

October
myself?

VACATION.
.

Wow!

What

can

Take a cruise? ... No, the boat wouldn't
time to leave the harbor.
Write a paper?
posltlon."

....
;
c

I do with

.,

...:

have ample

. . . Not unless it's a "petite

com.

~

o

f.,

Go camping? ... There'd be just enough time to set up
a tent and maybe roast a few marshmallows.

....

Relax? ... Now that sounds like the best idea, for the
pace of this past week has been exceedingly hectic as a
result of our oncoming vacation.

....
:IC wA

That final alternative most effectively illustrates the
specious logic that. was involved in the decision to expand the coming weekend to four days.
It has been stated that this "October break" was
established in response to the number of nervous breakdowns and attempted suicides that have been prevalent
among students, and especially the freshmen, during
this part of the semester.
The October vacation, however, does not offer a valid
solution to these problems. In fact, it serves as more of a
catalyst, for it encourages many professors to accelerate the pace or work for 'he week both preceding
and succeeding this "break."
Since this break arbitrarily
marks the end of the first
half of this semester, this week is crammed with an
almost inhuman amount of demands: an increase in
_ course readings, midfinals, and paper deadlines. Many
other professors view this vacation as an infinite expanse of time and consequently, increase the amount of
assignments that are due the following week.
When the shortness of th is semester is taken into
regard, the idea
two extra days off seems quite
preposterous, if not harmful. There is already not sutticient time to cover all that is required in our courses;
this is made quite evident during the final weeks of
classes when the professors again accelerate the pace in
an effortto catch up on that which he has not had time to
discuss. As a result there is more of a potential for
mental breakdowns than could ever be 'imagined in the
middle of the semester.
If the Administration
insists upon granting us a twoday break prior to Thanksgiving vacation, they should
have at least scheduled it for the days immediately
preceding the '72 election so that interested students
would be able to lend their services to a candidate or

",or

'IOU

TO wO "-,,, fOR ,.
Co\N\)10ATE

-,"

,'

,"('1"-

...

,.
'\

o

o

o

n
How I spent my October vacation:

or

party of their choice.
Having to pay for meals compounds this injustice. Is
this just another budget shenanigan1
We urge the Academic Committee to consider these
objections in planning next year's calendar.

fie

Letters to the Editor

96 Hours:
McGovern for President
Connecticut
College students
for McGovern plan a 96 hour
campaign
blitz in the New
UIndon-GrotDn-Watertord
area
during the October break this
weekend.
Meg Gifford, co-ordinator
of
the weekend, said Tuesday that
the all-cut effort was designed to
take advantage of the national
swing to McGovern,
and to
coincide with the campaign trips
to southeastern Connecticut of
Senators Edward Kennedy and
Hubert Humphrey.

"McGovern
headquarters

Jane Fonda
To The Editor:

We, members of the senior
class, strongly
feel that this
year's commencement speaker
should be a woman. We think that
the parting direction received by
this class, one of Cormecticut's
last that is predominatly
women,
should be from a female perspective.
We would like a revote followed
by a runoff,
with publicized
results.
A new, more balanced

list than

the previous one is in order. Our
suggestions include:
Jacque line Dupres
Susan Sontag
Shana Alexander

Glo"ria Steinem

Germaine Greer
Kate Millett
Bella Abzug
Nikki Giovanni
Ayn Rand
Joan Baez
Sissy Farenthold
Florence Kennedy
Doris Lessing
Merlie Evers
Yvonne Burke
We urge all members of the
senior class to consider the importance of a woman speaker.
Nancy Williams
Lynne SCbalman
Ellen Broderick
Steve Bergen

Rebecca Rosenbaum

national
thinks

that

Con-

necticut is not only crucial to
McGovern's victory, but a state
that can be won, and Connecticut's second congressional
district ,including New London, is
,
particularly
imporlant.
That S
why both Kennedy and Humphrey are corning," Meg said.
Senator Edward Kennedy will
appear at a rally for McGovern
on Friday at ElectrIC Boat In

Groton,

and McGovern

sup-

porters on campus plan to turn
out in force. For the next four
days, student volunteers will be

assigned to canvass

ew London,

Groton, Waterford and Ledyard,
with the assistance of sl1l{lent.s
from
other
schools
in the
Northeast.

Monday night film biographies
and Roberl Kennedy will be shown in Oliva Hall.

ri. McGovern

Culminating the weekend will
be a massive rally for Senator
Hubert Humphrey at City Hall on
State Street in New London,
scheduled for 2:00 on Tuesday.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21.
6:30 (Hour 19) Breakfast;
canvassing briefing: assignment.
Harris
Refectory.
9:30-5:00
(Hours 20-28) Canvassing.
6:00
(Hour 31) Relaxation: Trulfaull's
Bed
and
Board,
Palmer
AuditorIum (AdmIssion)

S

DAY,OCTOBERn.

"McGovern's recent private
poUs showing
him ahead In
California and moving up in
MIchigan are a big boost to hIS
campaign," Meg said. "What we

10:00 (Hour 45) Chapel service
for peace.
Harkness
chapel.
12:00-5;00 (Hours 47-li2) Canvassing (Meel at Plant Dorm for
assignrnent.)
9 :00 (Hour
56)
Coffeehouse.
Larrabee
LIving

need now, and for the time until
election, is several hundred

MONDAY,OCTOBER~.

students who can work part time
for McGovern in tins distnct,
This 96 hour weekend is a pertecl
opportunity ...

Students from throughoul
the
ortheast
will be coming to
Connecticut College to belp us

work
for
McGovern
in
southeastern Connecticut, October 26-24.

FRIDAY,OCTOBER 20.
Noon (Hour 0): Senator Edward
Kennedy
Rally
at
Electric Boat, Groton; 2:~:00
(Hours 1-1) Canvassing (Meel
at Plant Donn for assignment);
9;00 (Hour 6) REGISTRATION
AND KICKOFF RALLY-Main
Lounge, Crazler·WIIhams;
Don Tuc.er. state McGovern coord. dancing.

Room.
9:00-5;00 IHours 68-76) Canvassing and nuscellan). (Meet al
Plant Donn for assignment.I:
8;00-( Hour
79)
Films:
McGovern:
BIOgraph)';
RFK
Remembered. Oliva Hall.

TUESDAY,OCTOBERU.
9;00-1:00
Hours 92-96) Advance Work for Sen. Hubert
Humnbrev IMeet at Planl Dorm
for assignmenu:
2;00 Senator
HUBERT HUMPHREY-RaIl).
Clly Hall, State
treet,
'ew
London;
4:30
Senator
Hubert
Humpbre)'-Rally.
Railroad Square. No .... ich.
CoordInator
Meg GIfford,
Marshall. H2-5391, ell. S83 or H3-

ocm
Headquarters'
Plant
Dorrrutory Li\;ng Room
SpeCIfic limes, places,
and
e,-enlS rna)' "ar) sltghll). Ched<
Headquarters for changes.

"E-J..

....

,;.

8
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Tong-ue tie foreign languages
blyALLEN CARROu.
"The swn of hwnan wisdom is
not contained
in anyone
language, and m single language
is capable of e:q>reaaing all lonna
and degrees of hwnan comprehenalolL"-Ezra Pound
That this is ilS very impalatable and bitter doctrine," as
Pound admits, has been amply
demonslrated by the agonlzing
debate among students and
faculty
over
Connecticut
College's two-year language
requirement.
Is foreign language an indispensable part of a liberal arts
education? The above quotation,
which most would aCceIt as fact,
implies that it is: how can one
e>pect to gain an adequate un-derstanding
of the Western
tradition (or the bwnan COlIclition,for that matter) within the
1\lRT0lI' confines of the English
language?
LiIIe it or mt, Conn College is a
'liberal arlll institution, and to
many the abnlilion of the
langnage reqnirement would
compromise the ldeal of a liberal
.Ill educatiOIL
This is perbaps the .most
persuasive of the pro-language
.ggnen!s, but there are many
olhen. A few are IisIed below:
-The literature of a foreign
culture can be fn1ly appreciated
only in the original version. Even
lbe best translations are often
unable to convey every subtlety
d. meaning and emotion.
-Wilb knowledge of a foreign
language comes a degree of
understanding
of a foreign
culture that cannot olberwiBe be
achieved. And with this understanding comes a greater
insight into one's own cultureand one's own existence.
-Breakthroughs in tran ...
portalion and communications
have transfonned a world of
relatively isolated cultures into a
"global village." Understanding
and communicating with one's
neighbor is lbus more important
than ever.
-The "ugly American" image
is perpetuated by cameraed and
coiffured (or jeaned and jointed)
tourists from the States who
know only one language and
cbauvinislically 9pect the rest
of the woro1to know two. English
is basic to most Euroooan
CInicula-many contend uiat it
is only reasonable and fair to

The Seaside Regonal Center is
an establishment for mentally
retarded
children in nearby
Waterford, Connecticut. First
impressions
of the beautiful
(ilysical plant which is located by
the ocean are that it is overwhelming and must certainly be
adequate.
However once past the gate of
"first impressions" one realizes
that the institution does have
many problems .. While, supposedly "one of the best in the
country," Seaside is vastly underst'!ffed and a rather grim
picture can be painted. This
causes one to wonder what other
facilities of this type must be like
if Seaside is so superior.

Regional Center has been under
fire from the News Media
because of the case brought
against
Mr. Finn, the coordinator,
concerning
the
"Mistreatment
of Resdients."
Barbara
Hawes who worked
closely with Mr. Finn this past
summer said that Finn was
"never allowed to be present at

the hearings,"

nor was he

allowed to "present his side."
Through three separate investigations
without his own
testimony, Finn was never found

giJilty. The outcome of the investigation "doesn't make up for
the damage" and the image
implanted in the public's mind,
but Miss Hawes does feel that
"justice was 'served" She also
feels that the media has at-

make foreign language just as intellectual benefits of this unbasic to ours.
derstanding.
-Understanding the grammar
If it is iniporlant to learn a
and vocabulary
of another
second language and it is imlanguage enables the student to possibletolelitnoneinljvoyears,
Not all is a dark OUtlOOK. The
better
express
himself
in why ~t stretch the requirement
programs at Seaside are a very
tempted to make an "apology"
English.
to four years? The ahswer.is
good slart in the education of the
through ensuing reports and
-Language is valuable as a obvtous-fo!",ignlailguageisn~t
mentally retarded.
The day
editorials.
discipline and as a toolin defining important enough to jqstify'. sch~~latthe Seaside Center is the
Mter all tms, the need for
and organizing patterns
of devoting 25 j>er cent of Qn,e~s'nuCleous for this activtty. Up to
better teachers
and "wellthought.
course Jojid to language stlidy, 120'CilUdren '!1"e present at all
informed caring adults" is still a
Given the validity of the above
In. light ,()lth~ fac11h8! ,l1!e lime~duri~g the day for therapy.
necessity, feels Miss Camille
points, how can one dare oppose anxiolisly,awli\t,ed.repOr~ of.-the . The' child's day is 3 bours long
Hanlon, who has worked as a
the language requiremerit?
summet 'study coinm\~lon 1$,..10, • anddivtded into 1 hour segments.
'''liason'' between Seaside and
It's not hard at all if one's 'be' reieaseil tomorroW, I. ~11. The average of live students to
Conn. College stlidents. "The
. aptitude for IangJl8ge is low. res!S1 the te1DJltatio,!to .ll1ake every teacher and a teacher's atd ·possibility for a great deal of CGAfter failing in two separate
aeadem.i<: proposals. 1 only, a:s!<' is. 'ptOof of a Close working'
operation between the two inatlempl8 to learn a foreign (1), tha.t ,oppOl)ents of tp.e rellitionship. Ages of the students
stitutions is ava:ilable" says
language,
the phrases
l' req\lirerilenrllnll~rSlal)d.
t~"l, ~geIrom3
years to, at present,
Hljnlon.
remember most clearly are "Yo there. a.,re Il!any:. very, ,.g,~od '2oIy'ears old.
It is obvious that the "wellna se" and "Ich weiss niehl"
reas9nB ·for ~le8J!DlQg ~. ft?re,~'
"-,.,"
inf.or.med, caring adults" at
And it's easy to oppose tile tan~~,(#.lh8t ptopopeill$ Of
'
College are a perfect
requirement if one finds that
tbereqiJirelJ1eDt uil~rstandtl)e
'.',1Che "Grandparent Program" CQmectietit
resoUrce in the atd of the Seaside
taking two years of foreign ~iictl. gals. hOr. 'tc(u)lin!i. of lfle .. iS~Ptogram.
older, lower
.
...
3 that
in<;i~tnePeople Clime to be with Regional Center ...and they are
language is inconvenient. MaJly presei\LsYl!te"".'!D~
()"
. ah.if:: entertain
the children.
needed badly. The chance to
defenders of forelgD Janilu!lge at ' everybody~sj>eCiaJly fac,ulty...
.
work with retarded children and
Conn interpret these.argumehlllrealiie1h8t'
iii. IIllIjOrlty,'<#. Al~ho,\lgh the ,"Grandparent"
,as a refieclion of lbe ~jDess, lind 'studenl$ "iii~ .opPoSed ~ .. the· l'alUl0t'be ,extelisively tratned, be rewarded is avatlable ..
even anti-intellectuality,
of, _Ilirigoage reguiretll;en~,d
nwlb.e.progr,8m
has been a success · Ages of the stlidents range
from 3 years to, 2 present, 24
students.
beeatisHl!ey are1lizy or'!Dti-8!l:dis
very pbptilar.
years old.
This may be tmeto
a verY InteUectUlil. .
·~1:h.is past
year
S"aside
small degree, but lbemajority of
.
students
who oppose
the'
requirement see it as inconvenient because it is Im,
pracUcal-the
benefits of tWo
miserable years in the 1anl!Wl~e by JIM PERSK!E
"machines" complete-ly comDave Clark, a Government
lab simply do not outweigh the
~jor, toli< up the theme of the · petent in their field but lacking in
cost in lime, effort, pain-and
the lhoughtthat stood behind the
ulljmate goal of education. Clark
Last saturday morning about
money.
actual
appUcation
of their
stated that education is the basis
125 of Conn. College's alumni
learned skills.
If it were possible for students were treated
for man's
ability
to comto a panel
of average or below average
municate. Furthering the same
Joanne Allport echoed the
dtscussion on "The Liberal Artaptitude in foreign language to ist-An Anachronism" in the theine of education's goals
same sentiment in saytl1g that too
gain a worklng knowledge of, main loUngeof Crazier-Williams.
Associate Profe ... or of Dance
many students working in the
say, German in four semesters of The panel consisted of: Dean
Martha
Myers
said
that
chemistry lab was "a cook-book
type of thing,' implytng that a
classroom and lab sessions, there King, Mrs. Martha Myers, Minor
education, particularly in the fine
wwld probably be considerably
student could mix, stir and boil
Meyers Jr., Mrs. Margaret
arts, is what will make life seem
less
opposition
to
th. Sheridan, Joanne Allport '74, worthwhile and will allow us "to
the chemicals just as the inrequirement.
David Clark '73, and Mr. George
structions
said but without
live more wisely within ourIn most cases, however, it is Willauer.
selves..,
having an understanding of what
not possible. After two years of
they were doing.
.
Dean King introduced the panel
Associate Professor Willauer
classroom work, conversation is and stated that it was necessary
The whole panel agreed that in
saw lbe development of the mind
more often than not dtfficult, and to eslablish what education is
as the primary goal of education,
a "liberal arts education" there
literature can be understood only about. Drawing from the views of
should
be some
sort
of
He stated that man has the right
thrwgh continual consultation education held by Rabelais,
relationship
between appUed
once in his lifetime "to isolate
with a d02-eal'ed
GermanVoltaire and 10nesco, Dean King
himself from the outside ",,,,,111. practical learning and the book
English dictionary.
noted different opinions over
and to be selfish and spend his learning in an isolated academic
This is why students shudder "what man needs to know."
environment.
The
exact
time developing his mind."
when they are told by a dean or
Assistant
Professor
of
relationsmp
would
depend
on
the
Mrs. Sheridan, an Assistant
adviser, UOoD't worry about Government
Minor Meyers
Professor
in
the
Child course of study. Obviously some
gettin2 C's and D's-gettin~
followea Dean King by speaking
Development deoariment. took areas would lend themselves
thrwgh the second year without of the difficulty in separating, in
more say to application outside
exception to Professor Willauer's
failing is what counts." Barely today's world, the two traditional
statement. She spoke of the need the university than others.
the
surviving 111-112 cwrses does spheres of learning for practieal tratning in one's
Mter the discussion lbe alumni
count. but only toward a del!J'ee. humanities and the sciences.
fieid outside of the university. were invtted to a brur .ch of coffee
However, Mrs. Sheridan did say and DalilSH pastry to be followed
It counts very little, if a( all, Meyers went on to say that
toward a real un,jerslanding of education might be the means by
that she has seen cases where the by an all+'rnoon of workshopsand
practical,
vocational side of class !'t' lilian meetings.
another 1an2uage, and toward the which "men will learn to get
alOI'U! with each other."
education
has
produced

wilere

.

Liberal arts,panel: lntergrate learning

Moon Children
Shine Nov. 8
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..-illbe put before perhaps a more
discerning
audience than the
by MAXINE OLDERMAN
~
New York critic circle.
On Wednesday, November 8,
The play is directed bY Jim
Theatre One presents a new play Cra btree of the theatre departby Michael Weller for a series of ment staff and h, is being
seven
performances,
It's
assisted by Madeleine Robins.
described as "the first Broadway Mr. Crabtree is very pleased with
generation gap comedy that is the progress of the production,
seen from the young side of the and claims that a lot of very fine
acting is being done by the
gap."
The story revolves around a students Who range in age and
group of students in a slate of experience from first semester
familiar
communal
confusion,
freshman .to second semester
"living,
fighting,
loving and
struggling toward maturity,"

The lighting is done by Mark
costume design is by
Wendy Coleman. Judi Schwartz
is stage manager and sbe is
assisted by Robin Lindner. Ed
Pellegrmi
is
production
manager, .
Litvin,

Three iocai people have been
cast for roles in Moonchildren.

in many different ways,' working

a

delicately through scenes of mad
comedy toward his climax of

Harold Pavey,

desolation. "

ville,

The play was first presented at
the Royal Court in London and
then moved to the Arena Stage in
Washington, D.C. It then opened
on Broadway and closed after 16

father. Louis Posner, an artist

performances

to rave

reviews.

retired actor

and drama teacher from TaftConn"

plays

Cootie's

from Niantic, Conn" plays the
role of Patrolman Bream, and

Bud Bray a reporter for the
Norw1ch Bulletin is playing the
plumber.

Critics like Clive Barnes hailed
it as "an epitaph.for its time,

..

bitterly funny and funnily bitter." Julius Novick of The New

York Times called it "the best
new American play of the past
three or four seasons , , . a
phenomenal virtuoso display of
wit and verbal imagination."
However

like so many

other

great plays, the elusive magic of
success

on Broadway

escaped

Two faculty members are also
cast in the production, Lester

Reiss plays sad and tipsy Uncle
Murray and Fred Grimsey is Mr.
Willis, the lecherous landlord.
Eleven students are taking part
in the play and thev include: .
Mike Jon Peasenelli;
Ruth,
Bug Riesmeyer;
Dick, Bill
Yates;
Bob, Kevin Murray;

Weller's Moonchildren. It will be

Ralph, Peter Johnston;. Mrs.
Lucky, Leslie Hunter;. M.lkman
and Effing, Jerry WillIamson;
because it will be students
Cootie, Chad BradshaW; Norwatching other students por- man, Peter Carlson; Kathy,
traying -a group of their con- Molly Cheek; Sheliy, Marsha
\emponiries. Therefore the true
Cox.
interesting
to see how it is
received at Connecticut College

I

·elevance or meaning of the play

Db·
r
Dr. uustus
Peter

Arnott,

professor

of

Drama at Tufts University, will
present a one-man marionette
production
of Marlowe's
Dr.
Faustus at 8:00 p.m., October 25,

in Palmer Auditorium.
19 1948 he originated
Marionette

Theatre

the

of Peter

Arnott,
to
exploit
tehe
possibilities of this neglected
medium for the purposes of
serious drama and particularly
for the recreation of works from

the Greek and Roman repertory.
The purpose of the theatre is
threefold: first, to employ the
unique potentialities
of the
marionetle theatre to reproduce

I

-....

!'

seniors.

Jack Kroll, who wrote . the introduction to the play claims,
"these kids know that meaningful
life has been kidnaped, and its
abducted energy has left them in
a kind of cosmic terror that they
slave off with a complex ritual of
wiseguy voodoo that Weller uses

r

I.-.
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Freedom
by JOHN RODGERS

FREEDOM IS ...
. . . a beautiful, black experience in music and drama,
written and directed by a
talented, dynamic black male,
who has obtained his Bachelor of
Music degree from Manhattan
Sch!lP1of Music, performed on
radio (WNYC, WADO, WWRL),
and has also given a concert in
Carnegie Hall featuring several
original works for piano. His
mastery of piano, organ and
violin are

secondary

interests,

his main efforts being in composition and arrangement.
The shapers of this experience,
who in the spring of this year
performed
in Lincoln Center,
have given their individual
abilities and talents to this man,

and together they produce a
fascinating,

stimulating

and

sight and sound. Meet
y manone tt es refreshing
three members of the Bethel
Community Chorale.
full company.
The Montreal Star. acclaimed
Peter Arnott's "astonishing art"
as
"physically
...
quite

Stephen Roberts, a graduate of
De Witt Clinton High School, is a
cabinet maker by trade. He sings
and plays trumpet with the
chorale

and

uses

his

wood-

working ability to construct the

astonishing." Amott is alone. He
manipulates all the .figures, even
in groups. He controls all the
lights. He speaks all tbe parts.
The puppet operator is always
visible. His effects, such as
changes in lighting, are sunple, -

efforts.
Stanley John graduated from
the High Schoolof Art and Design
in Manhattan in 'il, majoring in
advertising and illustration. He

and sometimes even ObVI0U~. ~
"His vocal acting of the varlOUS
roles is dramatic, but restrained.

playing the bass gUltar. Among

sets

for the group '5 dramatic

serves as assistant art director
for the chorale, in addition to
his

other

talents

are

the power of Jesus Chnst. This
fact evidences itsel! In the
chorale's performance.
wuness it yourself.
What brings these persons, who
FREEDOM IS ...
beautiful,
are so wonderfully "young, gifted
black men and women, sold on
and black," together? What
Jesus Christ, and expressing this
motivates them to strive (or the through the medIa of music and
excellence which you will exdrama.
perience when you attend their
FREEDOM IS .. November 4
perfonnance? What IS it that at 8 p.m. in Palmer Aud.torium
informs the Bethel Cornmumty
Sponsored by Humaruues UpChorale?
ward Bound and the CommIttee
If you ask them, you might for Interracial Education and
receive a reply following these Cooperation ICIECI. Ticket.! lines:
Adults $2. Student $1.
Jesus Christ is real, and
FRE:EDOM IS .,
YOU,
relevant to the twentieth century sharing to thts experience,
man, He satisfies man's desire
for peace of mind and spirit. But
For runner mtorrnauon and
He also deals in man's physical tickets I wtuch Willbe available at
needs, being concerned WIth the the door, However. since this
maintenance of physical, mental event
is being
adver tlsed
and emotional health. Jesus is throughout the New London area,
involved in every 1Xl3se of our It might be wtse to get them Ul
lives, and as we follow Hun, HIs advalce. or further interest IS
peace and purpose pervade every the fact that the members of the
aspect of our ex.istences.
chorale ,...11 be staling in the
A very Vital aspect of the
community for apprOlomately
message is that Jesus is not anuthree days, living WIth local
mtellectual, anti-creative,
or
residents! •
anti-social. Rather, He provides a
different purpose, perspective
Humanities
Upward
Bound
and power Ul all of these areas.
Offlce
Any member of the chorale can Room 2~
In Crezter-wtlhams
vouch for the enhancement of Extension 295: H2-9036

IS ...

music

Chiefly he seems to want the composition am! pla}ing organ,
power of the text to operate
piano and drums.
Jili Howlett is also a graduate
unimoeded on the publiC. The
.pace is extraordinarily SWIft.The of the High School of Art and
Design, now attending HW1t~r
impre~ion of speed IS mcreased
in mustC
ancient
conditions
of per·
by his phenomenal danty. of College, majoring
understanding and hIS diction, education. She hopes to teach
formance
which
are
often
voice in the public school system
inaccessible to modern actors and and equally by the speakable
completion
of
her
facility, simplicity and feliCIty of upon
directors; secondly, to perlorm
works which, though rarely seen, the translation and the. cutting. education.
Among the other thirty persons
o At
all times faSCInatIOn,
are commonly
read as "set
texts" and so bring students in astonishment and excitement not you will meet will ~ ~ former
from Tnmdad,
a
at
Arnatt's
ae- detective
contact with a ·vital theatrical
y
b
he would master's
degree
candidate
. experience; thirdly, to take these onl
complishments, ut: as
t the
plays to places which might
surely wish) even. ffi?re at the (education), and a freshman at
never see these plays, or ",,,ttY
pertinence and VItality o.
" Queen's College, who hopes to
teach music tv retarded chllctren
plays, performed
"live" at
text, were quite overwhelrmng.
fraction of the cost of bringing

their

creative

abilities

through

Theatre project - one acts
scene from "The

FOll"
WIth
leslie Hunter. Bug IS ClClted
is about titese dIfferent charac'
wortung on an Uldependent acting !ematlons becallSe she feels that
project under the gUldance of sbe IS really betng asked 0
Larry Amck of the O':\eiII stretch her aclUlg ablbty- m
Center and Jim Crabtree of Conn. p1a}lng so many chfbcult and
CoUege.She wiII perform a senes dh-erse roles.
of one-acts from pieces of conl"\o\-ember 1 - The COMecUcut
temporary theatre. Bug wiII be Colle~e Chorus will present an
wortung with Fred Grimsey In mformal concert prior to thetr
sel1!ral of the scenes_ She hopes first offlcial ""ncen.
to do the openUlg scene from
,'o"ember 8 - 0penUll': n ht
Edward Albee's "Who's Afraid for ". loonchildren" W1ne and
ci Virginia Woolf', a scene as cheese will be se" eel f er the
Lady Macbeth. a pIece from
how
Tennessee Williams "Summer
,'ovem r I; - Br dwa} Ul
and Smoke", Genet" s "The
Iuslorv-Paula sa"ole and Inend
t\1a1...
i:md "I am a Camera", brUl~bar ome of the Broedwa)
the basIS for the play "Cabaret"
mus.cal sho'" loppe from the
She 11"11
. Y Catalm to Fred
first producllon U1 the 1m- of
Gruns
Ian 10 a scene from .'.~o. '-0 . anette
to·
J
s
the p'
' t the hfe of Dylan Chr'
uperstar··
Thai
.':I also worklnl! on a

By MAXDlE OLDER.\IAN

October 25 - Bug Rejsmyer,
senior theatre studies major,

a
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Westwood speaks out
•
New London
In

Don't Throw Away
Your Chance
To Vote

::>

(:.
..,:

E
z
::::l
l1.

Most politicians would be happier if you
didn't vote. Disappoi nt them! Don't let
complex ABSENTEE voting proceoures
keep you from voting. Here's how to
do it:

. application and/or the ballot itself, fill
them out immediately. H-ave them notarized.
5. Mail them immediately
to the office
that sent them.

If your voting address is not yo_ur school
address, an absentee ballot form has to
be requested from your home County
Board of Elections or your County or
Town Clerk. In order to vote for President, your application must be received
by October 31. The deadline is earlier for
local elections in many states.

IF YOU ARE REGISTERED TO VOTE AT
YOUR SCHOOL ADDRESS,
GO TO
YOUR ASSIGNED POLLING PLACE ON
NOVEMBER 7, AND VOTE!

5 STEPS
1. Tear out the form below and fill it out.
2. Have the form notarized. Ask school
officials for help with notarization.
3. Mail this form to your county or town
Clerk Or your County Board of Elections.
4. When you receive the absentee

ballot

If you need assistance, contact
McGovern,
Nixon or other
headquarters
or the Student
Education
Association,
1201
u.w., Washington~ D.C. 20036.
833-5527.

your local
campaign
National
16th St.,
Tel: 202-

THE STUDENT NATIONAL EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION
HAS SUPPLIED THIS
INFORMATION BECAUSE THEY WANT
YOU TO REMEMBER THAT IF YOU
DON'T VOTE-YOU
DON'T COUNTI

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
October

____

,1972

(county, town, address)

-r-r-

continuously through election day.
Pursuant to the 1970 Voting Rights Amendment (Public Law
91-285) please send an absentee ballot, and/or application
therefor, to me at my school address:

(Print Name)

(Signature)

(NOTARY PUBLIC AND SEAL)

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
TO VOTE BY MAIL IN THE NOVEMBER
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIOfol, TEAR OUT
AND MAIL THE ABOVE FORM TO YOUR
HOME COUNTY CLERK, BOARD OF

ELECTIONS, OR APPROPRIATE
TIONS OFFICIAL

"I've lost track now, but my
memory recalls at least twenty
nationalities in my home town.
Just a typical lady one would
Yet there was a close community
expect to find at any cocktail
spirit." This is the diversity that
party. Or is she?
is the Democratic Party. "I am
still precinct captain of district
If the party is in honor of the
453,and we still go Democratic,"
Democratic
candidate
for
she relates proudly.
President and other local canIn 1950 Mrs. Westwood worked
didates of the Democratic Party,
for Helen G. Douglas: "I saw
the keen
observer
might
Richard Nixon spread malicious
recognize Jean Westwood, the
lies about Mrs. Douglas. He
first female leader of a major
destroyed her and then afterward
American political party.
apologized. "
This is probably the twentieth
Now the partisan politics swing
such party that Ms. Westwood
into high, . .ar. "The Democratic
has attended in the last len days,
Party IS not a party of one
and when she says "I'm tired,"
special, narrow interest," she
you know that she means she is
cries fiercely, "but a party of all
physically exhausted, Even so,
the diverse people in this country.
her reserves
show through,
Richard Nixon does not really
bouyed by her dynamic attilude
care about the people who make
toward the Party that she loves.
up the House of Representatives.
"How are you? So nice to see
The Republicans are furious with
you 1" Again and again she
him. He IS keeping all the money
repeats this phrase, her wide grin
of the Republican
Party to
himself for his own campaign and
stretching over her buck teeth,
not helping others with theirs."
extending her hand in friendship
to everyone the nervous hostess
Nods of approval go throughout
the room. The conservative
introduces.
Democrats and the more liberal
Mrs. Westwood, born in a Utah
ones are all shaking their heads
mining camp, is trying to exin a knowing way. Mrs. West-cavate the rubble suffered during
wood follows this up: "We don't
the Democratic cave-in of the last
win elections until we heal. We
several months. She is always
smiling and thinking, perhaps, of . belong to the Democratic Party.
The Party that really cares."
the old politics.
"I've been in one-fourth of the
The end, however, is a long
states myself,"
chanted the
time in coming. At that instant in
weary warrior, "and in another
, marches A.A. Washton, Chairtwo weeks my aides tell me I will
man of the Democratic Town
have visited more than forty
Committee and "student nemesis.
states. I will campaign for all
He is wearing his ubiquitous golf
Democrats on every level, and in
cap and beaming with pleasure at
every dining room I'm invited to
the good fortnne that has befallen
if that's where the Democrats
him. A feather could almost be
are."
seen growing from the striped
Looking back to the 1968
band surrounding the sullied hat.
campaign,
Mrs.
Westwood
One by one the elected
recalls, "I helped put together
notables, and twice as many
V.P. Humphrey's Salt Lake City
unnctables, are announced from
speech of September 29 which
the dais. "Hub" Neilan is the
changed the complexion of the
mayor so he is introduced first.
campaign.
That turned the
Then Bea Rosenthal, Connecticut
trick."
State Committeewoman takes a
"The one thing Humphrey
bow and one of the bored speccouldn't do, she explains, "is
tators offers: "Ha! She couldn't
mount an~ intensive registration
win an election in Waterford if
drive. President Kennedy' was
her life depended on it." Another
the last candidate to vigorously
answers:
"Yeah,
but she's
enfranchise new voters - four
seventy-six and what do you do
million of them, and that turned
with a seventy-six year old
the tri ck in his election. The firs t
member of the party?"
priority of McGovern's campaign
But the most charming
is the National Registration
character is the janitor of the
Drive. There are already 4'h
building that happens to ramble
million new Democrats. And over
before the platform just before
the next three" weekends, which
the most important presentation
are the peak registration times,
is made. People snicker, and he
we will have registered over 8
looks around puzzled, knowing
million new Democrats! And
that the attention is somehow
they haven't regislered to vole
directed toward him. Then he
for the Republican candidate!
becomes frightened that he has
'''Now for the exciting news,"
perhaps done wrong. "A Elower
Mrs. Westwood announces .. "In
For Algergnon."
the las t ten days there has been a
"My husband refers to me as
real change in the campaign. The
the Chairbroad," chuckles the
len key states have been jumdecp-throated Mrs. Westwood as
ping. We've picked up 10points in
she begins her speech at the front
Ohio last week, a rate of 5-6 points
of the room.
each w.eek. The reception George
Although now at the top, the
had In Des Moines
was
"chairbroad" relates the events
phenomenal. We had to turn
in her political life which shaped
people away. The same thing was
her ideology. utah was always a
true in Michigan. Mast of you
Republican state when she was a
know about the Boston crowd,
little girl, but hers was the only and in Chicago we had IO,OQP
ward that consistently returned
people for a $25 a plate dinner
Democratic decisions.
(Continued on Page 11)
by DONALDKANE

ELEC-

THE FEDERAL DEADLINE
IS OCTOBER 31.
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Registration review

---Announcing ... ------"z
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VOTING BY ABSENTEE
BALLOT
If you are a regisfered
voter, you may be able fo vofe
by absenfee
ballof if you are one of fhe fdllowing:
1. Absent from the state during all the hours of voting
2. A member
of the armed
forces and absent fro~
your town of voting residence
during the hours of vofing
because
of active service.
. 3.. A ~tudent ?r the spou~e. of a student attending
an
institution
of higher learning
located in a Connecticut
town other than your town of voting residence during all
the hours of voting.
4. A member
of a religious community
and maintain a
temporary
abode in a town other than your town 01
voting
residence
and are absent
from your voting
residence
during all hours of voting.
5. III.
6. Physically
disabled.
7. A member
of a religion which forbids secular activity on the day of the election.
You may obtain absentee
ballot applications
from the
offtce of your town clerk in your town or city hall.

modern painting."

QUESTIONS
Please refer any questions
by phone or by mail to:
The Office of the Secretary
of the State
Elections
Division
30 Trinity
Street
Hartford,
Connecticut
06115
Telephone:
Voting'

The series covers the life and
work of six leading artists of the
late 19th and early 20th centuries.

---

566-3106

for President

Only

Eligibility:
You may
vote
solely
for electors
for
president
and
vice-president
with
a special
"presidential
ballot" if you are at least 18 years of age, a
United States citizen and one of the following:
1. A bona fide resident
period of ti me.
2. An absentee
Connecfirut and
voting residence
voting section of

of a town in Connecticut

for any

voter: A registered
voter of a town in
expect to be away from your town of
on election day. (Consult the absentee
this guide to see if you qualify to vote a

fu II aosentee ba lIot)
.3. .I,. former
resident:
A former
resident
of a Connect.cut
town who has moved from that town within 30
day" oi the election and for that reason cannot register
to V)l" in a new town of residence.
You may cast your
presldcmlal
ballot in your previous
town.
When to Apply: The presidential
ballot is available
upon
application
to the town clerk not earlier
than 45 days
before the election.
Application
may be made in person
or by mail.
1. Residents

must

apply

before the election.
2. Absentee
voters

must

not later
apply

than the eighth

not later

than

day

the day

before the election.
3. Former
residents
must apply to their former towns
not later than the close of the polls on election day.

Oliva Hall

51

Pioneers of Modem Painting, a
new film· series written and
narrated by art historian Kenneth Clark, will be shown locairy
on the five succeeding Sundays
under the joint sponsorship of
Connecticut College and Lyman
Allyn Musewn.
Through a grant from the
Nalional Endowment for the
Humanities, the series is being
offered without charge
to
colleges and universities with
enrollments under 2,000. The
fihns will be screened twice on
each Sunday at 3:00and 4:00 p.m.
at Palmer Auditoriwn.
Pioneers of Modern Painting
hi'S been shown daily at the
National Gallery since its U.S.
premiere there in May 1972. A 4~
minute color film has been
devoted to each of the artists
whom Lord Clark considers to be
"the pioneers of what we still call

Thursday,

October 26, 4: 00

Connecticut College has again
been invited to nominate a
student ooet to comoete for a
place on the team 01 four poets
who will tour the State in
Felruary under the sponsorship
01 the CoI)nectictut Poetry Cir-

On every Wednesday at 12:JO

p.rn., the Eucharist
(Hal)'
Communion, the Mass) will be
celelr ated according to the rile
of lhe Episcopal Church In
Harkness Chapel. This regular
celelration has begun because of
the requests of several students
for a more structured service;
the fonn of the liturgy, however,
will be shaped according to the
requests of those attending in
accordance
with
the
esperimenlal
US8R'eS
in the
Episcopal Church. We invite all
members of the college community to join us. All baptized
Christians are invited to receive
communion, even though they
are not from the Anglican
tradition.

Theatre
ODe presenl_
!be:-4
National Theatre 01. the De&f in :l
GILGAMESH, Thursday, oe- ~
tober t9. 8:00 p.m.. Palmer.

i.

---

•

"!-

Soloman,
dancer- 9
will conduct • ~
workshop at 6:15 p.m., lDnIgbt In f
the East StudJo of Crozier· ...
Williams.
G..

choreographer,

---

The Thames Science Center,
SItuated with the Conn. Arboretum. welcomes students to
drop in at the facility on Gallows
Lane. An active environmental
education is under way and any
students who would like to
volunteer to assist in various
courses should see staff members
Frank Raene or Brenda Bibb.

--Blink Noll, Poet in Residence
and Prolesaor 01. English at Beloit
College, will read his poems in
the crypt of Harkness Chapel at 8
on the night 01 Thursday, OCtober
26.
His two collections 01 poetry,
The Center of the Circle and The
Feast, both published by Harcourt, Brace and World, have
won wide critical accla1m. His
poems have appeared in The
AUanlic, Saturday Review, The
Nalional and The New Yorker.

--All members of the College
Community a r e cordially and
continuously invited to attend
meellngs
of the Student
Assembly, Wednesday everungs
at 6:30 p.rn,

---

96 hours

cuit.

Each of the colleges and
universities
in Connecticut
participating in the Circuit's
lI'0gram has been asked to
nominate a poet. The jury
selecting the four who will make
the tour consists of John Malcolm
Brinnin, Louis Cose., Richard
Eberhar~ David Ferry, WUJJam
Meredith, James Merrill and
Richard
Wilbur.
Undergraduate and graduatestudents regular Iy enrolled at
Connecticut College are eligible.
Poems shoUld be submitted by
October
26th to Wllliam
Meredith. The candidate will be
asked to submit five pages of
poetry, and it is sug~ested that all
entries be apprownately that
length. They shoUld bear the
student's name and campus mai1box
number.
Selection of the Connecticut
College candidate will be made
by a joint student-faculty panel,
and the decision announced
November
I.

--Connecticut College Faculty
for McGovern will conduct a
Teach-In for McGovern-Schriver
next Thursday, october 26, 4:00
in Oliva Hall Bob Stearns,
assistant prdessor of econorrucs,
will
analyze
McGovern's
economic proposals, assistant
professor of government George
Daughan will evaluate the 1IIlpllcations of McGovern's forelgll
policy statements, and Bill Gibes,
instructor in governmen~ will
consider the probable differences
a President McGovern would
make in the protection of civil
liberties. All three teachers will
compare McGovern's posi.tions
with those of Richard M. NIXon.

The war spint 10 man will never end without a
guide to truth. Because conflicting faiths in something
for which there is no proof have been carried down
from primitive authorities
to ihe present day, their
beliefs have deceived us. For this reason, despite
suffering from disease, war, and emotional misery, the
human race is unaware of the disturbing force of
Nature.
as it may seem, people do not cause pain
or disturbing emotion. They wouldn't even if they
could.
or do they create wonderful feelings. Emotion
changes between wonderful and terrible. Disturbance
with a wrong situation comes first, then vanishes as
correction
is made. Same with pain; it cannot be
eliminated without alteriog conditions. Our feelings
change instantly, or gradually, due to the law of
opposites - an intelligent set-up of the universe.
Incredible

We admit most disturbances stem from wrong but
not that they all do. Yet. conflict or an accident are
examples ....here both side uffer over the 'lime wrong.
So there is proof that all di turbance re ults from
wrong. This allness makes the disturbing
force of
ature a perfect, self-evident guide to truth.
nyone
can discover the above to be a scientific. practical.
and workable philo ophy. In hort, when the cau
and
precise change of pain and emotion i ackn wledged.
the war pirit in man

Ac~no\\ k-d~e it

ill end ~t once.
"Oil

\\ Ith

"Force Of Oppo'ite,'
ll} "enn th { harl
page book i, a\ailallic in hard
O\er at
paperpaek
~50 Sella I>: Internatllmal
Trust. 9 -12 Allantll
Blvd .. South Gat·
90280.

th" boo.
fhl 176
6.1
nd
l",
I' try
a',forma

-;:l

--
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Service reduction:

.;

I
>.

by LISA WEJSKOP

j

The refusal or the Conneclicut
College administration to release
details of the college's operating
budget necessitates an inquiry
,.: into the several service reduclions that have occurred on
Z campus recently.

e

=:)

IL

Administration reason or student .r~p-off?

The most obvious of the
reductions involves the cutback
in food and the closing of certain
donnitory cafeterias over the
weekends. . The
rationale
governing this move, according
to college sources, is that many
students leave the campus on
weekends and therefore there is a
surplus of food and staff. The
money can be applied to
worthwhile projects such as
scholarships.

Enter ing
a
dormitory
bathroom, washing one's hands,
and finding no paper towels can
be extremely
disconcerting,
especially if the dispenser is
adorned with a message from
Survival pleading ecological'
reasons for the towels' absence.
There is some humor in the
question.
In
one
dorm
"Removed
for
Ecological
Reasons" has been transfigured
into "Removed for $ Reasons."
Mr. Knight reports that the
Environmental
Committee
requested the removal of the
paper towels in the dormitoJ:ies.

but that all facilities open to the
public contain dispensers of
recycled paper.
One of the biggest alleged
student "rip-offs" is the Institution of a $10fee for furniture
removal. The administra tion
justifies this -imposition by
pointing to the expense of time
and damages in moving the
articles.
"If the charge wasn't instituted," Mr. Knight warned,
"then each student would have
his room rent increased Thus it
is better for any sludent who
doesn't want school furniture to
pay for its removal him~p1f "

Bart GllHong, Co-ordinator of
Crozier wuhams, explains that
the dollar an hour pool table
charge can be justified
on
curatorial grounds. The table
. reqwres constant care: refelting
and replacing damaged cues.
Also, the capital accrued from
the poor table will go toward the
purchase
of another
table.
However. should the Crozier
Committee so decide, the charge
can be eluninated.
The $1.110charge for J.D. cards
is apparently needed to cover the
expenses
of
hiring'
the
photographer, and the $5 dollar
replacement charge is designed

Related to the cutback in dining
room staff is the policy guiding
staff hirings in general. The
official college line is to hire
elder Iy people, the mentally
deficient, and the handicapped
because
of
the
obvious
humanitarian re80DS as well 8S
because local labor market
consists largely of older people.

to- discourage
students
losing their J.D..

ACCOrdIng10 Dean Cobb "the
parking
fees at Conn. are
reasonable when compared with
other
schools
..
. such as Amherst
'wnere uili fee is $12.50 per
semester
with a first time
violation penalty of $10.
Dean Cobb calls the $10second
violation charge and the third
vtoiauon penalty of $10 plus tow
away "within the limits of
students who can afford to have a
caron campus."
Most campuses do not allow
student parking, whereas Conn.
allows free parking after 5 p.m ..
The Par king Commi ttee, too, is
broodly sympathetic to the in~vid~aj
cases of apparent
VIOlatIOn,
and welcomes com.
ments
suggesstions
from
members of the college com. munitv,

Last .,ear the bookstore
discontinued their 5 per cent
discount on textbooks at the
beginning of academic year. The
gap belween
allowing
the
discount and discontinuing it is
reported to have been $12,000.

This policy enables the em-:
ployees to earn the maximum
$1680before they lose their Social
Security benefits, There comes,
however, the queslion of coatbenefit, or productivity versus
ccst to the college: do these older
employees produce more or less
labor for each dollar earned
compared to the "normal"
employee?"

,
The Campus Communicator
was originated last year as an
economical
and
ecological
measure, netting $350 per month
for $2,500for the academic year
directly attributable to printing
costs and paper waste.

This question, according to the
Treasurer, is moot. The administration has been unable to
attract young workers from the
communi ty or Connecticut
College students because thely
are unwilling to wash dishes, mop
the floors, or clean
the
bathrooms.

If some of these budgeting
accounts presented by the ad-

cotton

mlnistrauon
seem superficial,
student-, are encouraged
to
initiate their own investigations
which Pundit will consider
prjnting

Alumni face rosy job prospects
Recent statistics released by
Conn's career Counselirg and
Placement
Office refute a
negative report of a federal labor
official concerning the outlook in
the national job scene.
Mr. Herbert Beinstock, Middle
Atlantic regional director of the
Labor Department's Bureau of
Labor Statistics, had told a
gathering of college placement
officers that the job market for
college graduates is likely to be
tighter through the 1970'sthan in
recent decades.
However, Dr. Betsy James of
our career placement office
reports more seniors graduating
from Conn have found employment, and at higher salaries,
than has been the experience of
their predecessors.
Hopefully
last
year's
graduates' success is an accurate
barometer. Eighteen of them

from

report finding employment at
annual salaries ranging upward
from $8,000. Nine are earning
between $9,000 and $10,000 per
year. The top salary of $11,000,
reported by a Woman mathphysics major now working as a
nuclear engineer, establishes a
Connecticut College record for
urst-nme Job holders. Overall,
last year's graduates were more
successful financially than recent
previous classes.
ur .. James attributes
.this
upswing In employment
and
salaries to ~wofactors: a general
slrenmhenmlt of the national
economy and a recognition on the
part of employers that women's
salaries should be based upon
ability and not gender.
Contrasting
with the 1972
employment picture, Dr. James'

post graduate survey shows a
marked reduction in the number
of last May'. -;-aduates going on
'for further study, This decline
bears out what the placement
'dir-ector bel ievas may be a
growing trend ~o spend some
time "in the real world" in an
attempt to test ore's affinity for a
particular
field before committing lime and money for an
advanced degree.

happy
vacation!

Democratic
Nationa I Committeewoman
Beatrice
Holt
Rosentha
I
presents
Democratic
2nd District Congressional
nominee
Roger Hilsman
WIth a check adding over $2,000 to his campaign
coffers recently.
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Urban cult lecturer
by CAROL BOWMA!
Last

Thursday

she

nighl

for all

into the cold and the rain, Dr.

Working

ViVIan "Kelly" Garrison a noted

is

both

an

on the

Showing film cbps that she
brought al0l1ll. gave the alldtence
roore
a f.eling of what •
SPIritual healing meeting
....
Ike.

time.
(llIlding is very limited so there
are relatively few in existence,

Unfortun.tely
tlme was up
adore she could bar.1y sklm the
intriguing
toPIC m the Folk
H.alers.

urban Iivill/l e.pecially
continent of Africa,
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the existence

J.arrison .

the Plague." stated. Few areas
remaln without the impact of

tuesday

a Commumty

these cullS beueve
of Incarnate
.Plrlts that intervene
Into the
lives of the bving causing both
bad and good".
stated
Dr.

Talking about the directions of
Anthropology in the urban areas.
Dr. Garrison
outlined several
important ideas, "Through the
• volution of cities. urban bving
has brought a new type of natural
.. lection caused by di ......
like

monday

10

"Basically

lit

wct«
first semester

are

.,d!:

associate
professor
at Yale
Medical School and a re .... ch
anthropologist
al Columbia
University where she received
her PhD
According
to Dr
GarrISOn, Urban Anthropology is
oot a defined field y.t but it is an
up and coming area of study.

cotton's gallery

2

Few

Center an the South Bronx .. veral
year. ago. Dr Garrison .... nl into
the ar.a to fand the r.ason why
oot more peopl. were
than
there were, nus •• wnere she
stumbled on the spintual centers
m healing cults. Splntual cullS
such as th ....... re originated an
South America and .'ill'ica and
have gradually spread
to the
United State s,

anthropologist
gave a lecture
entitled, "Urban Anthrc>-Folk
Healers tn New York City"

Garrison

z

""riull/l In th. area m urllm
planning ...h,ch III an ar.a thai
lIl.y should be

lho .. who dared to venture out

Ur.

commented.
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iDick's Drawers
Very few personal interviews
have been conducted with
Richard Nixon. I'm sure he is a
is warm and affable man, but he is,
Z after all, our President, and the
:I nation deserves to know more
lL ahout their Commander and
Chief, The nex! best thing to
speaking directly with the
President is to interview tho.....
who are closest to him, Ove- the
past several months KANE ON:"
has conducted extensive conversations with the First Family,
The initial call was paid to Julie
and David Eisenhower. A widesmiling David opened the lbor:
"Hi! Gee, I'm sorry, Julie's iii
the kitchen right now baking
peanut buller cookies, If it's any
help, 1 seem to remember my
DAD THE GENERAL saying
something about Mr. Nixon. Oh
yeah, it had to lb with alerting
the country to the Communist
threat, I believe he said, That
Richard Nixon makes me see
Red. Hey! Are you going to put
mv name in the P!JPer too?:'
We helped DaVId pour a glass
of milk and then left to visit
Tricia Nixon Cox and quiz her
about her father's private life.
We found her in a somber and
reOeclive mood:
.. "What a sad day it is~-exactly
fifteen years ago our lbg died.
Checkers was Daddy'S most loyal
friend. He's in lbggie Heaven
now, Chasing Communists and
Democrats."
The situation was getting
pretty desperate, Then somebody
recalled Pat Nixon bragging that
she had once seen the President
in his shorts. This rumor was
probably unfounded, but it was
the Jastlead available:
"Hello, Pat?"
"Is Somebody calling me?"
. "Yes, we're lbing an in-depth
interview of the First Family to
get an image of the real Richard
Nixon. We'd like to know if you
could give us a few personal
anecdotes about your husband."
"Oh dear, I'm so glad you
called, Hardly anyone ever talks
to me. I've tried calling people on
the phone, but when they find out
I'm not Martha, they hang up.
Richard will be so thrilled when I
tell him someone actually spoke
to me today, What is it you'd like
to know?"
"To begin with Pat, why do you
call your husband Richard?"
"1 used to call him Dick, but
he's gotten a lillie touchy about
that lately. I think it has
something to lb with judging him
by what he does rather than by
what he says.
"Where did you and your
husband first meet?"
"We beth went to Whittier
:0

t:...

Jl

College, and we were

introduced

right before his first football
game. He siill talks a lot about his
football career there. Would you
like to hear a little about it?"
"We'd be delighted to Pat."
"Well, Richard was a real rebel
even in those days. While others
on the team were content to run
pass patterns, he'd spend his
lime running for Captain. He was
V,ce-Gaptain in his freshman and

NTD presents_:
Angels of silence'
by MAXINE OLDERMAN

adapred by the company from the
October 19 at
translations of the Sumerian
Palmer Auditorium the National
tablets which are dated 1500
. Theatre of the Deaf will present
years before Homer and are
their newest addition 'to their
supposed to be the oldest written
sophomore years, lost the Cap- repertoire entitled "Gilgamesh."
works. It's all about fantastic
A totally unique theatre ex- legends of gods, heroes, monsters
lainship in his junior year, ard
perience, NTD communicates. to and the men and women of Earth.
finally won it in his senior year."
"Was football the only thing on the public through a combination
The
company,
numbering
of sign language, voice, mime
his mind then?"
fourteen will resurrect the an'
"Oh, of course not. He was n and music.
cient mythology on stage, with
real Don Juan in those days, lie
three hearing actors providing
said my name reminded him of
It is the first professional
simultaneous narration and song.
Point After Touchlbwn, and he company of the Eugene O'Neill
used to tell his friends that he was Theatre
Center,
and was
A new musical score is set for
the only one In the team to score
established by federal grants to the production which utilizes
on and off the field.'
permit the formation of a per"What was u.e most famous manent professional company of Francois Baschet's "sculptures
for sound" unusual instruments
incident of Mr. Nixon's football
America's deaf actors. However:, made from glass rods and metal
career?"
its drama and purpose are
tubes.
"Yes, That must have been the
day when the trustees removed directed to both hearing and deaf
(
,
the coach. Richard finally got the audiences - it is not an exercise
The
performance
is
under
the
in the mechanics of the language
job when he assured the trustees
direction
of
Larry
Arrick,
the
that he had a secret plan to win of the deaf, it is theatre in the
new director
of the O'Neill
purest
sense
of
the
word.
the game, Right before kick-off
Theatre, with settings by David,
he told his players he was going
Hays, lighting by John Gleason,
This
season's
show
is
taken
to maintain a creditable line of
and costumes by Fred Voelpel.
from
the
epic
"Gihramesh'.
defense: so he put in fourteen
men.?
"Didn't the referee call a
penalty?"
"He was about to when Richard
instructed some of his players to
go around the stadium and take
the other team's equipment."
year _ (In some States - the
"And what happened to the
Emergency legislation, passed
maximum is $1,000per academic
fourteen men on the field?"
on August 19, 1972, and effective
"He finally settled that. He until March 1, 1973, makes it year and lenders must adhere to
You may
outlined game plan that called for possible for lenders to make _State regulations.)
horrow up to a total of $7,500.
"phased withdrawal": one man
loans under the same regulations
in the second quarter, one man in that governed the Guaranteed
the third quarter, and one man in Student Loan Program prior to
If your adjusted family income
the fourth quarter. But he also June 30, 1972:
is less than $15,000'per year, the
threatened to put them back the
Federal Government will pay the
moment the other side started to
The program enables you to interest on the loan while you
gain any yardage."
borrow money directly from a
attending school and until the
"That was considerate of him. bank, credit union, savings and
beginning of the repayment
How did the game turn out?"
loan association or other parperiod. The repayment period
"I don't quite remember but ticipating lender. The loan is begins between 9 and 12 months
Richard calls this his first crisis, guaranteed by a State or private
after you leave school or comyou know. I can recall him nonprofit guarantee agency or
plete your course of study.
travely asking himself "Should I insured by the Federal Governsit on the sideline while my team ment.
You may normally take 5 to 10
is losing, or should I rush right in
years to repay the loan. However,
there and blow the whole thing
You may borrow up to a
the minimum monthly payment
myself?"
maximum of $1,500 per academic
of $30may reduce the repayment
"Well, what did he do?"
period, depending upon the size of
"He got himself a new team."
your. loan. Repayment may be
"Thank you Pat."
-deterred for up to 3 years while
you serve in the military, Peace
Corps, or VISTA; or for any
period that you return to full-time
study, You may borrow under
sunrises which he was so lucky to this program if you are enrolled
byDONGERUNDO
or have been accepted
for
expenence.
_
enrollment
~t
least
half-lime:
Past-times of most college
The Ecology group - also
students during the summer
known as "Niering's Raiders"
include worlting, traveling to far
showed that you have to be tough
-in
an eligible
college,
and exotic places, and yes, even
to make It as an Ecologist This
university, or hospital school of
collecting algae?
course acquainted the students
nursing (including many foreign
Summer SChoolat Connecticut
WIth the Arboretum while at the schools) as an undergraduate or
College by no means forgot the
same time not leaving out the graduate student.
Botany and Zoology departState of Conneclicut and parts of
ments. If algae did not raise your
Rhode Island. Fearlessness was
-in an approved vocational
adrenaline
level there was
a. defimte pre-requisite, as many technical, trade, business,
always Ecology or
Marine
field trips visited treacherous
home study school.
Biology.
Quacking Bogs (ask any
Marine Biology was dedicated
VlVIngstudent.)
to t1(ose students having an inYou must submit an affidavit
Those students enrolled in
satiable passion for our friends
Marme Botany (otherwise known declaring that the loan will be
the Invertebrates. It met five
as 75algae or bust) will never be us~d only for education purposes.
days per week and provided
This affidavit (OE Form 1260)
alone when they visit a- rocky
much outdoor fun in the way of algae lain beach. Most of the field must be notarized or signed by a
field trips. Too much could not be
pel's?". having the authority to
trips were taken in neighboring
sacrificed for this group - for
beaches around Ct. but some administer oaths or affirmations.
even the talents of Bob Ballek
students _ventured to far away
(alias star on Sea Hunt) were
places such as Rhode Island and
For further information conexploited in supplying
the
the Cape. Mter the Algae were tact your Regional Office of the
students with fresh, living and
collecled they were artistically
U.S. Office of Education, State
hi ling specunens. Bob will never
placed on mounting paper,
Guarantee. Agency, Lender, or
forget any of those exciting pressed and then prayed to dry.
St.udent. F1n::lnri::ll Air! nff,.,&>r
On Thursday,

Many stunning reviews have
been given to the company, but
the sense of enchantment which
this creative theatre group inspires is best expressed by
Samuel Hirsch of the Boston
Herald Traveler, "in an instant
you're drawn into their soundless

world in a comfortable-andfascinating-companionship, It is
so subtly synchronized,
so
sweetly tuned that the integration
of
spoken
poetry
and
choreographed handlanguage is
complete before you realize
you've been transfixed, Your
concentration is as complete as
theirs, and so is your delight."
Tickets are available for the
performance at Palmer for $2,00,
$3.00 and $4,00. The show begins
at 8:00 p.m. If you miss it you'll
be missing out on one of the most
visually exciting and sensitive
theatre companies performing on
'1e modern stage.
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Student loans made more bountiful
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Summer school busy
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l~u'Jrntation For Students
Who Applied'
For
And
Received
A Guaranteed
Student Loan After June 30
And Prior To AUj>;ust19, 1972

1. If you received
a
Guaranteed
Student Loan
after June 30 and before
Augnst 19, 1972, the Federal
Government
will pay the
interest for you until the loan
principal
is
due
for
repayment,
provided
the
Supplemental
Application
Form (OE Form 1260) was
fully completed
and the
e duca tfunat
institution
recommended that you need a'
loan for educational costs.
when the school
recommended a loan the interest
subsidy will be paid, regardless of family income,
even though the loan may be
disbursed after August 19,
1972,
2, You are eltgtble to
reapply for either a new loan
or an additional amount if,
after June 30 and prior to
August 19, 1972, you:
A-were
denied a loan
_because, based on an analysis
of your need, the school made
no recommendation.
B-were denied the interest
-ibsldy, although your family
ncome was less than $15,000.
C-waived
the interest
subsidy in order to get a loan.
D-received an insufficient
amount as a result of the
school's analysis of your need.
3, If you are eligible to
receive a subsidized loan'
under the present rules, the
Federal Government has no
objection to your using the
proceeds to repay a prior
unsubsidized loan received
during the interim period
(after June 30 and hefore
August 19, 1972).

l

Jean Westwood-----Interview

l

(Continued

from

Page

The television
reporter
is
giving last minute instructions to
his cameraman. He pid<s up the
microphone
and tells
Mrs.
Westwood what he would liI<e to
ask her. He has his facts wrOIll!.'
The good looking commentatOr
begins to sweat allholIgb the
lights have not yet been turned
on. Finally he thinks of another,
the lights blaze, and the video
tape rolls.
"Oh yes! Mrs. Westwood
replies to the reporter's
spontaneous
question.
A charter
commission to decide the merits
of a Democratic policy malting
board will meet in December,
and the next Democratic Convention could convene in two

6)

"A lot of the people in trus
country have been taken in by tbe
'Radical' label the 'Republicans
have put on George, but this is

jegtmn ng

to change,"
Chairwoman relates. .

the

Mrs. Westwood depicts
Sen.
McGovern as: "A man who bas
been a solid Democrat
from a
conservative state all his life. He
has concentrated
on the unmet
needs of the people. 'He puts
human needs of people above
those of corporations,
II

the
the
at.
bas~
the

ye~s.o

t di

"Few people remember Sen.
MeGovern's proposal in 1963 01
the Economic Con9l!flion Act II
would have helped lo eliminate
the "boom or btat" cycles that
defense related industries suffer.
Electric Boat should be relooled,
using tax incentives and len per
cent of Its profits;"
"George
MeGovern
is far
ahead of Richard
Nixon on
Women's rights. He has pledged
himself to building day care
cenlers,andappoinlingwomento
the Supreme Court and to cabinet
positions. Would I accept a
cabinet
appointment?
I've
always been devoted
to the
Democratic Party, and I prefer
elective politics, but I would

the i

accept such a position;"

"
e ~es.
.
Thehghtsare
off, the interview
done, and .the Chairwoman turns

Now that George McGovern
has been
identified
as
champion of the people, of
httle man, Mrs. Westwood
tacks the President: "George
put forth specific proposals,

,~

scuss

"Richard Nixon claims credit

for the 20 per cent increase in
Social Security in a letler he sent
, ..

her attentIOn back to the pnnted

).:..pr:.,.::-."'ss::.:....:_=--

_

t

brings
Three

are

many

the

dooming

missing

their

to
One

like thi.f\o

0

press

can·

ference.

cGovern factions
xpress opinions, facts

Classified Ads
LOST
Brown
belong

suede
jacket-did
not
me. Would appreciate

At 7:30 p.m. in the Hale
Laboratory
Chuck
McLean
presented
the "Nixon
Issues
Session". Much literature w~

to

information

concerning

whereabouts. REWARD.
or Smith room 210

were so many good candidates
from all wings of the party.
Everyone rs joinlng in now, and
concentrating on canvassing and
turning out the vote for Senator
McGovern on November 7."
Mrs. Westwood Is rif to the
college to introduce the film
"Millhouse," Washton Is fanning
himself with his bat, and the

its
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segregation."
"The man in the WhIle Howe
saJd 'no' to pu!llic educallon,
socla1 security, SId lo the elderly,
healthcare,
and ciVil nghls. I
saId 'yes!"
affirmed
Senator
Hwnphrey.
The man who espoused the
"politics ri Joy" four years ago
ag3ln re ... sured hlSllslene~ that
thIS "nat,on has Its best days
ahead."
"We need a man in the While
House
who will
think
of
lomorrow," asserted the former
Vice Prealdent,"
who Will care
about health and good diets, who
IS sensitive lo an£Ulsh, palO and
nt
sufferIDg, who has your own
dreams and aspiratIons."
"Ask l'Ourself whIch one 01 the
Presidential candidates IS betler
for me and my family,"
conlinued the Senalor, "1'OU don't
need Charts,. anal)""Sts, or
co Jurnnis IS lo tell you. U ) 'Our
parents we'" 10 crouble, who
.. ouId )'Ou .. ani to help )'Ou wbo .. ould help )'Ou'"
Humphrey
claImed
that
"George McGo, .. m stands In-

~

Just

N.J. 07023.
t

ialk

]owestone-minuteratcon

folder

:§
..

current definlUon, Is rightly the
property 0{ the faculty. We hope

owl or an early bird, you can _~ our
If you 're a •-;.ht
"0'
I di tallce phone ca.u .

Fanwood,

..

~

career,

nun

Fully

...........................
DIAMOND
ENGAGEMENT
& WEDDING
RINGS

$299.

r

~

We have not publlahod the
report in full becauae that, by

mm

I

Tires,
Excellent
Condition.
Housefellow in Burdick, Box 1875,
443-1921.

write:

m.\lQI,.~1 ... ; ...... - ... -

•

Power. Tan Convertible, Srlow

3,000 ring selections in all
styles at 50%~ discount to
students, staff, and faculty.
Buy direct from leading
OllJnufacturer and SAVE!
Y.z carat $179, JAcarat only
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Irom Page 1 )
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Gr.

Nilon's

i

featuring people IIlCh as JacII:
Anderson and Joe MeGinn ...

to happen.

JmjJ<O[TItu

I

FOR SALE
Galaxie

followed

crowa of 2,000 oulside
ew
London City Hall listened to the
introductIOns
offered by lown
Democratic
Chairman
A.A.Washton.
Several of the local candidates
rose to give short speeches:
Richard
Brodts,
running
for
State
Representat,ve
from
Waterford
gave an a,ddre~s
forceful in content anddeUvery In
contrast lo those offered by the
seak speaking 39th district incumbant Mary fuO and by local
slate senatorial candidate J""h
Fiero Ill.
By far the best of Tuesday
afternoon's,
speeches
was an

I
I
~I

Typist to work Monday nights for
ahout one hour.. Contact Box
1351.

1969 Ford

moe.

waiting for

The areas, 88 near U we can
discern, break down something

how Roger
this day to get
Lichtenstein's
nearly to his
politician goes

the

local primaries are over. There

repeated
18 the
minimum
requirement
effort
for
graduation, dealIng with the past

faces.

themselves

And on with

and comments: Hit's

been going along very weO,
especially since the state and

( Continued

lady keeps asking, I'Where's the
bathroom?",
Jay Levin is

.on and on ..

It

11

Irom P.ge

ixon-halen,
MlUIY In the
audience
laIRd b.ck to the
screen
as they woold thelr"!Ielevision .....
For us elfect,
the film
depended
on: embarraaaine
candldl, JlISlopOIltioaa 01 _
speaking
with c10.e-\IPI of
s/rjvelJed old ladi.. dreIIed In
Nixon bumper .llcbfl.
Nillorl
.peeches
edited for __
ve
cJich..
and aMoying
man-wns, and ou'-daled
(right down to MfI. Nixon'.
dripping ~)
that wen! as
silly as your mother'.
college
yearbooll.
More enlightening.
bowever,
were the _raJ inlervlen
from
edIlofi and aolhofl who have

Chairman
tried to stop the
college sludenls,
moot1J proMeGo,'ern. from reglatenng and
voling."
The temperature
ri the room
suddenly dropa, Mrs. W.. twood

senses

!
f

Summerstudiesreport

professors

8: 30 classes.

wonder ing aloud
HlIsman can pick
sick, and Richard
ear is being bent
shoulder as sonie

(Conlonued

Town

party

familiar

of the College

of
the
party
For example, bfore

ew London the

something

r~~!'"!""""""''''''''''''''~~~~
!!!!!~!!!!!~~!!

Headquarters, or on Democratic
candidates, but on Democrats
everywhere! "
around

10

c
z

Introduction

with the more co.... valive
elements
progressIDg'

party continues,

Monarch has put forth none. Four' I
years of Nixon not needing to run
will produce espionage not just on
the
National
Democratic

Roaming,

"How IS 1'0W" reapproacbment

,~'~Crew excels in Williams Regatta

-..

0:

torious by winning all three heats
while the two Conn. boats
managed second and third as
On Sunday, October IS, Con- Williams finished fourth in all
necticut College competed in the three sprints.
First Annual Lake Onota Regatta
The next event in which Conin Pittsfield, Massachusetts, Five
Connecticut College crew teams necticut College was entered was
amassed three seconds and one the freshnJan men's eight. Conn.
third place finisb.
failed to qualify for the finals in
Twenty-five mile per. hour its heat, being forced into the
winds with gusts up to 40 m.p.b. repachage (a qualifying race for
and three foot white caps on the losers of the first heats).
normally placid lake forced the
cancellation of the official races.
Connecticut won the repacbage
Instead the crews rowed beats
to enter the finals with Worcester
and races consisting of three 400 Polytechnic Institute and the
meter Sjl'ints eacb.
University of Rhode Island. Just
The first race of the afternoon slipping past the Carin. boat,
was the women's junior varsity
U.R.I. finished a distant third.
eight oared shell race. With only Because the teams had rowed
four teams - two from Conn.
several sprints previously the
one each from Williams and finals consisted of just one sprint
Wellesley - no heats were
which W.P.I. won narrowly at the
necessary. Wellesley was vie- finish line.
udiences - it is not aii etercise ----I the mechanics of the language
The performance is
lfeM..
f the deaf it is theatre iii the
direction of Larry Arrick, the
urest sens~ of the word.
new directo-r of the O'Neill
Theatre, with settings by DavidHays, lighting by John Gleason,
This season's show is taken
and costumes by Fred Veelpel.
rom the epic "Gilzamesh,"
by KEVIN KELLY

J

8

cotton

Camels win in double OT
by Paul Lutz

then scored twice more to open
up a :h1lead with the second goal
Dave Kelly scored with one coming with only ten minutes
minute left in the second over- remaining on tbe clock.
With three minutes remaining
time to bring the Conn. Camels to
a come from behind 6-6 victory Bob Ballek brougbt the Camels
over Thames Valley. The Camels within one goal as be took a lead
thus evened their season record pass from Suarez and gunned it
at 3-3.
by the Thames Valley goalie.
The first half began with the Two minutes later Ballek again
Camel's offense looking very scored, this time unassisted
slugglsb as Tbames Valley e""ept by individual hustle as he
scored twice before ten minutes collided with the opposition's
goalie, righted himself, and firO<!
bad elapsed.
The Camels
bounced back to take a 3-2 lead in the tying goal.
with two goals from Javier
Tbe first
overtime
was
Suarez and one from Nick scoreless as was most of the
Schuller.
second before Dave Kelly
Thames Valley, bowever, did outraced the Thsmes Valley
not die and rallied to tie the score goalie to the ball and scored
Emergency legislation, passed
year. (In some States the
3-3 at balftime. Thames Valley giving victory to tbe Camels. '
n August 19, 1972, and effective
maximum is $1,000 per academic
ntil March I, 1973, makes it year and lenders must adhere to
outlmeu !)C1UI1; 1-'"au .... _ ...
•.
rellective mood:
,,"ssible for lenders to make _State regulations.) You may.
"phased withdrawal": one man
.. "What a sad day it is; exactly
loans under the same regulations
borrow up to a total of $7.500.
fifteen years ago our dog died. in the second quarter, one man in that governed the Guaranteed
Checkers was Daddy's most loyal the third quarter, and one man in Student Loan Program prior to
If your adjusted family income
friend. He's in doggie Heaven the fourth quarter. But he also June 30. 1972.
is less than $15,OOO-per
year, the
now. Chasing Communists and threatened to put them back the
Federal Government will pay the
moment the other side started to
Democrats. "
The program enables you to interest on the loan while you are
gain any yardage."
The situation was getting
borrow
money directly from a
attending school and until the
"That was considerate of him.
pretty desperate. Then somehody
bank, credit union, savings and
beginning of the repayment
How did the game turn out?"
recalled Pat Nixon bragging that
period. The repayment period
"I don't quite remember, but loan association or other parshe had once seen the President
ticipating lender. The loan is begins between 9 and 12 months
in his shorts. This rumor was Richard calls this his first crisis,
after you leave school or comj1'obably unfounded, hut it was you know. I can recall him guaranteed by a State or private
plete your course of study.
bravely asking himself "Should I nonprofit guarantee agency or
the last lead availahle:
insured
by
the
Federal
Govern"Hello, Pat?"
sit on the sideline while my team
ment.
is losing, or should I rush right in
"Is Somebody calling me?"
You may normally take 5 to 10
"Yes, we're wing an in-depth there and blow the whole thing
years to repay the loan. However,
You
may
borrow
up
to
a
interview of the First Family to myself?"
the minimum monthly payment
maximum of $1,500per academic
"Well, what did he do?"
get an image of the real Richard
of $30may reduce the repayment
"He ~ot himself a n,l'w tfam."
Nixon. We'd like to know if you
period, depending upon the size of
could give us a few personal
your. loan. Repayment may Ibe
-" .-L:..-"' .... ~A .,,~ .... +__ .., _. __ ,.-_ --' ••
anecdotes about your husband."
Reminder: The Paddle- Tennis
"On dear. I'm so glad you
Ladder
has
started
but
called. Hardly anyone ever talks
many more eolrles would be
to me. I've tried calling people on
CELEBRA TE WITH
appreciated to make lbe tour.
the phone, but when they find out
oemeot more 100. Anyooe Is
I'm not Martha, they hang up.
WINE
elJgibIe to slgo up awl play.
Richard will be so thrilled when I
Please see MIso Yeary In lbe
tell him someone actnally spoke
A. Gordon & Sons
l'IIys. Ed. departmeot to get 00
to me today. What is it you'd like
tbe ladder. All players are
to know?"
YELLOW FRONT
wekome.
"To begin with Pat, why do you
PACKAGE STORE
~1I unllr husband Richard?"
I'-....J
401 Williams Street
Telephone: 443-9780
I
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BAG DOLL
Sport and formal wear for all occasions
Slacks, tops, shirts and accessories

Open daily 10-5
Just off Exit 70on Main Street,
Old Lyme
434-7411

In the varsity women's eight
W.P.I. qualified in its heat over
Wellesley and Wesleyan. Con.
necticut College and Williams
were the only entrants in the
second heat, Conn. took the first
srrint, but Williams came back to
WIn the second. In the third and
deciding sprint Connecticut went
in front early and held off a
Williams rush to enter the finRis.
Wellesley
qualified
in the
repachage.
Again the finals consisted of
only one sprint. Connecticut
College went out in front early
and led for the first three quarters before Wellesley caught up
and took a slight lead. In a
disputed finish Wellesley was
declared the winner. Ironically
Wellesley was using one of
Conn.' s boats.
The Connecticut College men's
varsity eight was eliminated in
its heat as it was almost rammed
once and cut off in another sprint.
Approaching darkness prevented
a repachage from being held.
Connecticut College lacked
experience
with only three
veteran rowers in the women's
boats and IS freshmen including
five who had never rowed before
in the two men's shells. All the
opponents had at least one year of
experience rowing together.
Coach Bart Gullong was
pleased with the team's performance and felt that the most
important part of the race was
that forty individuals had gone to
Pittsfield and that a team had
returned to Connecticut College.

Rebels
:' Capture
Flag
Recreation Association leader,
amateur athlete, competition
organizer and team captain Mary
yan Bourgondien ('74) led the
south campus to three consecutive victories over the larger
but less organized forces of the
North in an intramural capture
the flag context Sunday.
Arturo
Guzmond,
Wright
housefellow and leader of the
north campus squad, was forced
to resign in the first and third of
the matches, which took place on
the main green under clear
October skies.
With a majority of his blueuniformed
teamma
tes
languishing in prison, Guzzie
rormauy
surrendered
after
several illegal but unsuccessful
escape attempts. The yellow and
black checkered flag of the south
campus,
closely
guarded
throughout the competition, was
never seriously threatened by,northern offensive thrusts.
In the second game of the
match, the south won a sudden
and unexpected VICtory when
Terry Brenneman, who bad been
trapped in the North's flag zone,
executed a stunning end sweep
past the doors of Knowlton while
the Northerners watched dumbfounded.

l

